Events Coming Up...
Cabrach Lives Afternoon
Tea
Guided Long Distance
Walks
Craft & Traditional Skills
Live Music

Connect With Us

Current Projects
HISTORIC DISTILLERY &
HERITAGE CENTRE
The 19th century steadings at
Inverharroch will be restored to its
former glory through a sympathetic
restoration programme to create a
distillery, heritage centre and cafe.
CABRACH TWEED
Designed by the Cabrach community to
produce the Cabrach's own tweed,
providing an identity and pride in the
products produced from the fabric.
CABRACH LIVES

hello@cabrachtrust.org
www.cabrachtrust.org

A wide ranging community arts, culture
and heritage engagement project.
Cabrach Lives will capture and share
visual and oral resources from it's fragile,
dispersed community, preserving the
heritage of the Cabrach and offering the
lopportunity for the local community to
get involved.

Rural Skills, Crafts
&
Wellbeing Events

March Events

NATURE CONNECTION

FORAGING

PEG LOOM WEAVING

SATURDAY 19TH
10:00AM - 3:00PM

SATURDAY 9TH
10:00AM - 3:00PM

The modern world has bought us many benefits,
but one of its downsides is that we are losing a
sense of connection with nature.
Join Dan Puplett as he uses a range of activities
and practices, including mindfulness and
bushcraft skills to strengthen our connection to
nature.

Wild food can be tasty and nourising. Learn what
you can eat in the wild with experienced forager,
Dan Puplett. The emphasis is on sustainability,
safety, appreciation and fun! learning about
traditional uses of plants, identification, nutrition,
plant ecology and much more.

STANDARD: £25 / DISCOUNT: £5

STANDARD: £30 / DISCOUNT: £10

STANDARD: £60 / DISCOUNT: £10

ANIMAL TRACKING

LINO PRINTING

SANDBLASTING PLAQUES

THURSDAY 24TH
10:00AM - 3:00PM

SUNDAY 10TH
10:00AM - 5:00PM

The art of tracking is one of the most powerful
(and fun) tools there is for learning about and
connecting to nature. Join Dan Puplett and hone
your observations and detective skills to build
your knowledge of wildlife in the Cabrach.

During this full day workshop we will explore
Lino-cut printing using the reduction method
(also known as the lost-link) and without using a
press.
Techniques include designing and transfering
your designs onto the Lino cutting block, proof
printing and making a series of colour prints. All
materials are provided.

SATURDAY 6TH
10:00AM - 2:00PM
Local Crofter, Marguerite, has her own flock of
rare breed sheep and also uses local fleece to
produce loom woven products. In this workshop
you will learn about the traditional skill of loom
weaving and produce your own small rug to take
home.

SATURDAY 12TH
10:00AM - 2:00PM
Take a walk along the Discovery Trails with
Sculptor, Mary Bourne to prepare your own
stencil design that will be sandblasted into a slate
plaque.

FREE

STANDARD: £25 / DISCOUNT: £5

DROP SPINDLE & WOOL SPINNING

April Events

SUNDAY 13TH
10:00AM - 4:00PM

OPENING OF THE CABRACH
DISCOVERY TRAILS

Learn to spin fleece using both traditional
methods of Drop Spindle and Spinning Wheel.
Katie from Sealy MacWheely will teach you from
the beginning and explain the different
techniques and equipment.

STANDARD: £30 / DISCOUNT: £10

SATURDAY 2ND
11:00AM - 4:00PM
The Discovery Trails are an all ability walk around
Inverharroch and along the River Deveron. A
new wildflower meadow, nature ponds and picnic
areas have been created fir the community and
visitors to enjoy and provide an educational space
for all.
Join us after the opening in the Acorn Centre for
tea and cake.

STANDARD: £50 / DISCOUNT: £10

FAMILY
EASTER

EVENTS

5TH - 1
3TH
APRIL
SEE OU
R
WEBSIT
E

visit the website to book
www.cabrachtrust.org

